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i just purchased this course, and i am so glad i did. i was a student in a photoshop class years ago and have been a user since, and i decided to sign up for this class for a refresher.
the class is structured in such a way that you are able to do the work in one sitting and then take your time to review the content or go back to sections that you need to revise. the
workbook that accompanies the course helps me to get organized and to take my time. i can work through the tasks independently, but i like to complete them as a group to learn
the most and to get feedback from other students. the study files are very helpful as i learn new aspects of the program. this class is a great investment of my time and money. i

have been using lightroom for the last 3 months. the workflow from my camera to lightroom is a bit rough but i am getting there. i have a good understanding of the tools in
photoshop, but i have not yet used them in lightroom. i have gone through all of the tutorials and also purchased the additional lesson videos. i am looking forward to the next

lessons. i would love to be able to get my camera and take photos that i want to edit and then work with in lightroom. there is so much to learn and i would like to spend my time
learning instead of working. the organization of the videos is wonderful. the topics that are covered are interesting and the presentation is really good. i can catch up on the lessons

by going back and reviewing the lessons or by watching the video lessons. to sum it up, adobe photoshop lightroom 7 keygen is an efficient and reliable piece of software, one
which surely deserves all the fans it has gained over the years. in an intuitive interface, it encloses a wide range of options so that you can come up with the best results.
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adobe photoshop lightroom cc is the ideal tool for any
photographer to enhance and organize their images,

perfect for home, small business, and commercial
photographers. the app has an intuitive ui that allows you
to pick up where you left off editing and working on the
next batch of images. i have been using photoshop for

many years, but i have always been a bit intimidated by it. i
have also wanted to learn the basics, so after reading about

lightroom on ben's website, i purchased the class. i have
also been working on a few of the projects in ben's

workbook, but i have to say that this is the first time that i
really, truly enjoyed the class. ben walks you through the

process of looking at the photos in the order that you want
to use them, choosing a few, opening the photos into the
program, and then organizing the images into folders and
albums. he also explains how to open raw files from your

camera, and how to save your edited images into the
standard.psd format. ben explains the very basics of

photoshop, including the layers, the file types, and the undo
feature. he then goes through each of the tools individually,
showing you how to use them in their most basic form, and

also some of the things that you can do with them. he
explains how to create and use a smart brush, an

adjustment layer, how to use the lens correction tools, how
to work with image masks, and a few other features. ben

also shows you how to tweak a photo using the adjustment
layers, how to convert one photo into another photo, and

how to change the type of file that a photo is saved as. the
final project includes an album from several of ben's tips,
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and it is interesting to see how many of the items that he
recommends are ones that i have been doing for some

time, but have never really thought about. i really
appreciate how much time he spent explaining exactly how
to do these things, and that they are worth doing, even if i
don't see the benefit of doing them now. i would definitely

recommend this course for anyone who wants to learn more
about photoshop. thanks, ben! 5ec8ef588b
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